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Chapter 1141 

Just as Wade, Kate, and Luna were still in shock, Andrius had already 
immersed himself in the brand-new mural. 

This mural was very different from before. The little figures 

cultivating on the altar had changed from one person to six! 

Three men and three women! 

However, although those figures each had four limbs and a head, Andrius 
could not call them ‘people’ because each figure was split into two completely 
opposite halves from the center line. 

On the left was divine light, dignified as if governing the heavens. After 
enduring all the tribulations, they finally achieved the position of a supreme 
saint and emitted an aura of righteousness like a god! 

On the right was a sinister aura, bloodthirsty and terrifying as if coming from 
hell to annihilate all living beings. Finally, they ascended to the peak of the 
demonic realm, exuding endless murderous intent 

like the demon lord. It was a juxtaposition of righteousness and evil, gods and 
demons! 

Even more strange was that above the altar, there was a sun emitting 
boundless brilliant light, bringing endless vitality to the world. 

Below the altar was a millennium-old eternal frost, supplying boundless 
coldness to the earth. 

It was the coexistence of the sun and the moon, and heat and cold. 
Insupthamenvironment, the six people were divided into three pairs to 
cultivatte peacefully. 

Furthermore there were various symbols and many challenges added to the 
intraal. 



Andrius wescompletely baffled. He had no idea what it was trying to convey 
and coulddonly make some baseless guesses. 

He was not the only one. 

Wade, Kate, and Luna were also at a loss. 

“What...” Kate ponderad momentarily, then pointed to the three figures on top 
and said, “Could it be that this technique requires six people to cultivate 
together?” 

There were six people oféearly depicted on the mural. 

However, the relationship 

fighteousness and evil, yin and ya 

the heat and cold were difficult for her to determine. 

“Wrong!” Before Kate could finish, Old Hagstorm said firmly, “It’s 

six people, but three.” 

Three people! 

This statement left everyone bewildegrad. 

Accultivation technique that required thineeq people... 

However, the mural showed six people in three pairs cultivating together. 
Furthermore, each pair had different characteristics with significant differences 
between the male and female practitioners. 

The first pair emphasized righteousness and evil. 

The second pair emphasized yin and yang. 

The third pair emphasized heat and cold. 

Logically speaking, it was six people. 

More precisely, there were three men and three women cultivating together. 



However, Old Hagstorm said that only three people were needed for 
cultivation. What was that supposed to mean? 

Andrius thought about it but could not figure it out, so he asked, ” Visit  to read 
the latest chapter of this novel 

Master, what do you mean that only three people need to cultivate together?” 

He asked the question that Wade, Kate, and Luna were thinkin their hearts. 
They all looked at Old Hagstorm with puzzled and intense gazes. 

“One man and two women are enough.” 

Old Hagstorm said calmly, “What the mural illustrates is the coexistence of 
three pairs with completely opposite states. “The first pair consists of 
righteousness and evil. 

The second pair consists of yin and yang. 

“The third consists of heat and cold, 

“Among them, Andrius, as the main cultivator, you must possess the forces of 
righteousness, yang, and heat simultaneously. In this case, yang can be 
understood as your gender.” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

That made it much easier to understand. Andrius occupied one of the 
attributes in each pair. As for yin, any woman could represent it. 

Therefore, as long as there was a woman with either evil or extreme Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

cold attributes, she would meet the conditions for cultivating this 

technique with Andrius. 

Chapter 1142 

Everyone was struck by a realization. 

However, Luna thought of the key point-Andrius was her husband, 

but he had to cultivate together with two women. Her emotions 



instantly became agitated. 

Whether or not she was included, she found this matter exceptionally difficult 
to accept. Hum... 

At that moment, the inner demons inside Luna surged, immediately releasing 
a strange and evil aura. The aura contained Luna’s, the power of the demon 
snake, and the bloodthirsty energy of the Sanguis Blade. The three forces 
converged together, creating an exceptionally strong aura. 

It was such a sudden and dazzling change that everyone in was shocked. 

Swoosh! 

Seeing this, Old Hagstorm immediately gathered his inner energy and pamed 
Luna’s shoulder. The robust and pure inner energy flowed through her 
meridians and 

gradually suppressed the inner demons in her heart, restoring the ballance 
between the demon snake’s power and the Sanguis Blade. 

Only them did Luna gradually calm down, and her consciousness returned to 
mommal. absorb, like what Halle went through.” 

Everyone present nodded slowly. 

Wadle saw that the Medicine Sect was unable to cultivate, but he was 

mox willing to miss such a great opportunity. Thus, he volunteered,” 

The Medicine Sect is known for its knowledge of medicine and is 

hailed as the ‘world’s medicine capital’. 

“Propher of the Left, if you can tell me which medicines are the best, 

Imobilize all of the Medicine Sect to help Andrius find them.” 

That way, even if the Medicine Sect could not obtain this opportunity, 

they would help Andrius out, which opened roads to future 

possibilities. 



“These medicines are worlds apart from the herbs in the mortal 

world. Although Mount Cura is known as the ‘world’s medicine capital 

it's unlikely to find such herbs there.” 

Wade could not help but fall silent. Although Old Hagstorm’s 

were unpleasant to hear, they were indeed true. 

Old Hagstorm looked an Andrius.. “Andrius, you already learned secrets of the 
Klein family’s technique, but it’s not the time to cultivate it now. 

“Thus, you should return to Sumeria for now and focus on 

recuperating. I'll contact your whem find a treasure or medicinal herb 
containing the attributes of righteousness and extreme heat. You just 

need to wait for my call.” Andrius knew he could only accept this and nodded. 
“Yes, Master.” “Go.” Old Hagstorm waved his hand. 

Thus, the group gradually left the treasure. When Old Hagstorm saw everyone 
go, he left as well. 

Not long after they came out, Tobias, who was waiting outside, approached 
with some anxiety. He leaned closer to Wade's ear and whispered, “Sect 
Master, the guardian sent a message. He suffered some vitality loss in this 
operation. He hopes that you and the Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

Maiden can return to the sect as soon as possible.” The guardian was injured! 
That was a big deal! 

Wade's expression changed slightly. He looked at Andrius and Luna. ” 
Andrius, the Ancient Martial Assembly had a significant impact on the Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

Medicine Sect. | need to go back and take charge of the situation. We'll part 
ways here.” 

Andrius was a little surprised but nodded anyway. “We'll meet ag Sect Master 
Klein.” 



Wade immediately led Kate, Tobias, and the others and left Mour Albus. 

Nile led the people from the Sentinel Tower over. “Wolf King, the matters here 
are settled. Let's meet again if fate allows it.” 

The Sentinel Tower followed Andrius and the others here, but like 

Tobias, they guarded the perimeter and did not enter the treasure site. Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

After saying that, Nile led the Sentinel Tower and prepared to leave. However, 
Andrius stopped him. “Please wait, Tower Master.” Nile paused and turned 
around in confusion. “Do you need 

something, Wolf King?” 

Chapter 1143 “No.” 

Old Hagstorm faced everyone’s puzzled gazes and explained, “The time isn’t 
right yet. The male cultivator must possess the attributes of righteousness and 
extreme heat. 

“Although the ‘Hades’ Axiom’ that Andrius cultivated is unparalleled and 
extremely mystical, the generated inner energy is good and yang, it’s not 
righteous nor extreme heat.” 

At that point, Old Hagstorm shook his head. “Andrius has a long way to go 
before he can cultivate. It cannot be rushed. Andrius raised his brows. 

The Hades’ Axiom was a manual he obtained from the lost temple in the 
cordillera. He had only told Kate about it. How did Old Hagstorm 

find out? 

Upon hearing this, Luna glanced at Andrius and asked anxiously,” What 
should we do now? With my husband in this state, it seems 

difficult for him to cultivate even if he wants to...” 

Indeed, it was hard to cultivate when his meridians were shattered. Old 
Hagstorm said, “The forces of righteousness and extreme heat are both 
extremely special powers. Obtaining them by relying solely on cultivation is 
very difficult. 



“For now, the effective method is to use natural treasures and rare medicinal 
herbs containing this type of attributes for Andrius to absorb, like what Halle 
went through.” 

Everyone present nodded slowly. 

Wade saw that the Medicine Sect was unable to cultivate, but he was not 
willing to miss such a great opportunity. Thus, he volunteered, ” The Medicine 
Sect is known for its knowledge of medicine and is 

hailed as the ‘world’s medicine capital’. 

“Prophet of the Left, if you can tell me which medicines are the best, I'll 
mobilize all of the Medicine Sect to help Andrius find them.” 

That way, even if the Medicine Sect could not obtain this opportunity, they 
would help Andrius out, which opened roads to future possibilities. 

“These medicines are worlds apart from the herbs in the mortal world. 
Although Mount Cura is known as the ‘world’s medicine capital ‘, it’s unlikely 
to find such herbs there.” 

Wade could not help but fall silent. Although Old Hagstorm’s words were 
unpleasant to hear, they were indeed true. 

Old Hagstorm looked at Andrius. “Andrius, you already learned the secrets of 
the Klein family’s technique, but it’s not the time to cultivate it now. 

“Thus, you should return to Sumeria for now and focus on 

recuperating. I'll contact you when | find a treasure or medicinal herb 
containing the attributes of righteousness and extreme heat. You just 

need to wait for my call.” 

Andrius knew he could only accept this and nodded. “Yes, Master.” “Go.” Old 
Hagstorm waved his hand. Thus, the group gradually left the treasure. When 
Old Hagstorm saw everyone go, he left as well. 

Not long after they came out, Tobias, who was waiting outside, approached 
with some anxiety. He leaned closer to Wade's ear and whispered, “Sect 
Master, the guardian sent a message. He suffered some vitality loss in this 



operation. He hopes that you and the Maiden can return to the sect as soon 
as possible.” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

The guardian was injured! That was a big deal! 

Wade's expression changed slightly He looked at Andrius and Luna.” Andrius, 
the Ancient Martial Assembly had a significant impact on the Medicine Sect. | 
need to go back and take charge of the situation. Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

We'll part ways here.” 

Andrius was a little surprised but nodded anyway. “We'll meet again, 

Sect Master Klein.” 

Wade immediately led Kate, Tobias, and the others and left Mount 

Albus. 

Nile led the people from the Sentinel Tower over. “Wolf King, the matters here 
are settled. Let’s meet again if fate allows it.” 

The Sentinel Tower followed Andrius and the others here, but like Tobias, 
they guarded the perimeter and did not enter the treasure site. Visit  to read 
the latest chapter of this novel 

After saying that, Nile led the Sentinel Tower and prepared to leave. However, 
Andrius stopped him. “Please wait, Tower Master.” Nile paused and turned 
around in confusion. “Do you need 

something, Wolf King?” 

Chapter 1144 “Tower Master, | have a somewhat bold request.” Andrius said 
slowly, 

“| hope that after you return, you can keep a close eye on the forces. that 
obtained the demon snake’s inner core during the hunt.” 

The demon snake... 

The Sanguis Blade was needed to suppress its power. 



Even a Martial Saint would suffer a huge loss in an instant if they touched it 
without any defenses. The demon snake’s formidable strength was evident. 

The demon snake’s inner core was the crystallization of its hundreds 

of years of cultivation and contained extraordinary power. 

“Oh?” Nile raised his brows slightly. “What do you mean?” 

Maisie also looked at Andrius with wide eyes. 

“The demon snake’s power is extraordinary. Furthermore, its extreme yin and 
evil nature makes it difficult to control. If it’s being held by a 

righteous individual, then it won't be a big deal. 

“However, if the fragment of the demon snake’s inner core falls into the hands 
of evil people, and they refine and absorb its power... I’m afraid it'll be a 
disaster for the martial world, and even the whole of Florence!” Andrius looked 
to the sky, his eyes filled with deep concern. “You're right, Wolf King.” Nile’s 
expression also became serious upon hearing the words. “After | return, I'll 
instruct my people to closely Chapad 100 

monitor the actions of those families. I'll notify you if there’s any movement.” 

Andrius nodded. 

“Wolf King, if there’s nothing else, then we'll take our leave!” Nile once again 
bade farewell. 

This time, Andrius did not stop him. 

After the people from the Sentinel Tower left, Andrius called Noir. Noir, 
arrange a private jet from Kiyoto to Sumeria for me. I'll be at the 

airport soon.” 

“Got it, Andy. I'll arrange for it now!” 

In Sumeria airport, when Andrius and Luna got out, Dax and Hugh were 
already waiting. 



Dax greeted Andrius warmly and began inquiring, “Wolf King, did the Ancient 
Martial Assembly go well? Are you okay now? How did it go?” Dax was a 
Warzone Master, so he had some knowledge of the recent major events in the 
ancient martial world. 

Andrius nodded. “It went smoothly.” 

However, even though it went smoothly, more storms and hidden 

currents would likely brew up in the martial world. 

As Andrius and Dax discussed important matters, Hugh came up to 

Luna and greeted her. “Ms. Crestfall, you must be Master's wife. I’m Master's 
disciple. My name is Hugh.” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Master's wife! Luna was elated when she heard that title.. Although 
recognition from a disciple seemed unnecessary... 

“Hugh...” Luna smiled and glanced at him, nodding in satisfaction.” Not bad, 
not bad. I'll remember you. Learn cultivation well from your master!” Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

Hugh responded obediently, “I will.” Luna’s smile became even brighter. they 
chatted, they got into a car. 

Andrius told the driver to head to the Royal Gardens first, then asked, Hugh, 
how's your cultivation lately?” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

He remembered that he had given Hugh a cultivation test before. 

was time to check on him. 

“Master!” Hugh replied confidently, “I broke through to the martial realm three 
days ago.” 

Andrius raised his brows slightly and smiled. “Not bad, you broke through to 
the martial realm very quickly.” The peak of Great Grandmaster and the 
martial realm was just a 

small step. However, once that step was taken, it was like opening 



the door to a new world. From then on, it was a path filled with endless 
possibilities. 

“But...” Hugh smiled bitterly and said, “Master, | don’t know if it's 

because my foundation isn’t enough, but for some reason, | haven't 

completely grasped this kind of inner energy.” 

Chapter 1145 

“| can’t gain the upper hand in battles with some experienced Great 
Grandmasters. At times, I’m not even their match.” 

At that point, Hugh instinctively glanced at Dax. 

That day, Hugh had cultivated inner energy for the first time, marking his 
breakthrough into the martial realm. He was excited and challenged Dax to a 
spar. 

The result was predictable. 

His old man was his old man. Hugh had his ass handed to him and even lost 
control of his bladder. 

The ex 

experience left him frustrated. Later, he went to the Southern Warzone 
headquarters and sparred with several of Dax’s subordinates, all of whom 
were Great Grandmasters. 

However... 

The results were all the same. Although they did not make Hugh lo too bad, 
perhaps out of respect for his status as the Warzone Master's son, he was still 
beaten down. This was like pouring ice water on Hugh, extinguishing much of 
his fire. 

Thus, Hugh brought up the question. 

“Your level is definitely important, but it’s one’s personal physique, combat 
experience, fighting skills, and on-the-spot performance that determine the 



outcome of a battle.” Andrius said confidently,” Sometimes, one even needs to 
utilize the environment and any 

available forces to defeat an opponent.” 

Hugh nodded, seemingly understanding. 

Even Luna and Dax also fell silent. 

Andrius continued, “Hugh, in your current situation, you first need to adapt to 
the existence of inner energy and use it as much as possible so that you can 
grasp its secrets early. 

“Next, you need to train more. Don’t be afraid of failure, and don’t be afraid of 
getting beaten. Getting beaten is a part of growth. 

“Third, refine your physique. Having the physique of a martial realm. expert 
will be significantly beneficial for combat. 

Andrius knew that very well. 

“| understand, Master.” Hugh listened attentively and nodded. 

As they chatted, the car stopped outside the Royal Gardens. “Cultivate well.” 
Andrius patted Hugh’s shoulder and got out of 

car with Luna. 

“| will, Master!” Hugh’s voice was drowned out by the car engine’s noise. 

Halle was already waiting by the door. When she saw the two return, she 
instinctively approached to support Andrius. 

“Andrius, how are you now? | heard...” 

However, before she could touch Andrius, Luna exploded. She stepped 
forward to block Halle’s way and said coldly, “My husband 

has me to take care of him. You don’t need to worry about him.” 

he coldness of her tone left Haile astonished. 



fter spending some time together last time, they had become like sters again. 
There was always a subtle competition whenever Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

ndrius was involved, but now.. 

alle felt the bone-chilling coldness and could not help but shiver, ought 
flashing in her mind. ow did Luna change so much and become so cold in 
such a short 

me? 

ina also realized that she reacted too intensely. She knew that she as being 
influenced by the demon snake's power, but she was rong for talking to Halle 
like this. Thus she quickly apologized, “I’m orry, Halle. |... | went out of line. | 
apologize.” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

ina’s attitude was sincere. 

‘s fine.” Halle waved her hand dismissively and then asked And What exactly 
happened recently? | feel that it mustn't have been Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

mple.” 

was a long story. 

Turius briefly explained, “The Ancient Martial Assembly happened, d then we 
killed the demon snake, and Master finally told us the toret of the Klein 
family’s treasure. 

fiva cultivation technique that goes against the heavens. At that migiwe night 
need your help. You, me, and Luna will have to 

togethe together as one man and two women.” 

Chapter 1146 Three people... Cultivating 100cene... 

Halle looked at noririus, then at Luna, and her face instantly turnedd ed. 
“Cultivation can make me stronger, so | have no objection. 



However... I’m atradona ca certain someone won't be willing.” Although there 
was soothing wrong with the words themselves, they y carried a hint of 
provocadon. 

Luna snorted coldly and said, What’s there to be unwilling about? As ong as it 
helps controbyvbscoand’s injuries and aids him, I'm willing o do anything! 
Besides, hess my husband. You're just a tool for hirm to 

cultivate.” 

Luna deliberately emphasize the word husband’. Then, she als 

ised the word ‘tool’ to emphasized grown position as well as Ha 

position. 

“So what if I’m a tool?” Halle said debanntly, When | master the 

echnique, | might surpass you in minutess Theeny you'll be the one 

agging.” 

Just as she spoke, Luna said confidently, Thattsimpossible. You 

wanting to surpass me is like a fool's dream. 

The two engaged in a heated argument. 

Andrius was helpless against this situation and could only step 

forward to change the topic. “Enough, stop fighting. How has Sumeria been 
recently? Did anything happen?” Halle thought about it and said, “Nothing 
special happened.” 

Andrius was relieved. He nodded, then carried a box toward his room. 

Seeing this, Halle immediately went to pick up the other box. 

However, before she could touch it, Luna exploded. 

That was because the Sanguis Blade was inside this box! 



An extremely sinister aura suddenly emanated, filling the surroundings with a 
chilling cold, and she said icily, “Don’t touch it!” Although it was just three 
words, the evil and ominous air frightened 

Halle. She jumped back a few steps, turning around to look at Luna with a 
shocked expression. Halle was sure that something must have happened to 
Luna f 

temperament to have changed so wildly. 

“|... Halle, |...” Luna lowered her head in distress. When she raised 

again, her face was full of remorse. “I’m sorry. | overreacted... | don’t 

want to be like this either...” 

This time, it took a while for Halle to recover. She shook her head and 

said, “It’s fine. Let's go in!” 

Then, she gave Luna a complicated look and walked into the Royal 

Gardens. 

Luna took the box and followed her in. 

The sun set, and night fell. 

The three gathered around the table for dinner. Delicious dishes were 
abundant, and the fragrance of wine filled the air. Suddenly, Halle asked, 
“Andrius, it's almost Thanksgiving. Where do you plan to spend it?” 
Thanksgiving... 

Andrius paused. 

In the past, he would celebrate with Noir and the Lycantroops. 

However, this year... 

“He’s my husband. Of course, we'll go back to Crestfall Manor to celebrate 
together!” Before Andrius could speak, Luna suddenly spoke up and then said 
to him softly, “Right, hubby?” 



“No.” Andrius shook his head. “I’m not going to Crestfall Manor.” 

Luna’s brilliant smile instantly froze. 

“Hubby... Are you still dissatisfied with the Crestfalls? I'll apologize to you on 
their behalf, okay? Don’t blame them anymore. “In fact, they’re not as bad as 
you think. I’ve also told them that they’re not allowed to show you any 
disrespect in the future. “Also, Grandpa often mentions you, asking me to 
bring you to the manor as a guest.” 

Luna apologized in various ways and even mentioned Belarus, hoping that 
Andrius would consider returning to Crestfall Manor for the old man’s sake. 

“That’s not it.” Andrius shook his head again and said in a low voice,” | want to 
bring Conrad’s daughter here. She’s living a pitiful and lonely life...” 

At that, Andrius trailed off. 

Conrad had died because of him and left behind his only daughter. If Andrius 
did not take care of this pitiful child, then who would? 

“That’s...” Luna hurriedly agreed. “No problem, hubby. You can take her to 
Crestfall Manor, and we'll celebrate Thanksgiving together. I'll take good care 
of her.” 

Andrius looked at her and smiled wryly. “She's fine, but the Second War God 
transformed Conrad into the Insect Soldier King... Won't the Crestfalls be 
frightened?” 

The Insect Soldier King! 

What a notorious existence! 

“They won't.” Luna was a martial realm expert now and took things. casually. 
“Hubby, |'ll talk to my dad and the others in advance to give them a heads-up. 
There won't be any problems. Let’s go together. The more, the merrier!” Visit  
to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Andrius hesitated. Luna looked at Halle pleadingly. 

“Andrius...’ Halle also persuaded him. “Since Luna said so, and with you both 
there, nothing will happen even if the First War God became Visit  to read the 
latest chapter of this novel 



the Insect Soldier King. Besides, if you bring Ms. Gibbs to Crestfall Manor, 
everyone can spend time together happily. “Just agree to Luna.” 

Halle knew that Andrius would not spend the festival with her. Thus, she 
helped Luna persuade him. 

“Alright.” 

Andrius could not resist their persuasion and reluctantly agreed. 

“Thanks, hubby!” Luna smiled joyfully. 

After eating, Andrius called Dax. “Go to the Southern Wilds Prison and bring 
Conrad's daughter over. Let Vivian spend Thanksgiving with me.” Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

“No problem.” Dax readily agreed. 

After hanging up the phone, he personally drove to the Southern Wilds Prison. 
However, the place was quiet and eerie. There was a faint scent of blood in 
the air, along with a mixture of other indiscernible smells, making him feel 
uneasy. 

Dax immediately frowned and strode inside. 

Creak- 

Swoosh- 

As he pushed open the door, a blood-red insect rushed out, darting toward 
Dax like a ray of light. 

Dax was prepared and immediately shot it dead. 

Then, he quickly charged into the innermost room. 

What greeted him was chaos. 

Chairs, tables, and other items in the room were all scattered on the floor. 
Some were even shattered into pieces, and there were some bloody traces. 

It was clear that a fierce battle had occurred here. 



Chapter 1147 

However, there was no trace of Vivian or Bradley. 

Dax’s expression changed, and he immediately ordered his 

subordinates, “Conduct a thorough search of the whole prison. Find Ms. Gibbs 
and Dr. Mendez.” “Yes!” Dax’s two personal guards responded and 
immediately went in different directions to search. Dax did not stay idle and 
also checked around. 

Ten minutes later, they gathered again. 

“Warzone Master, I’ve searched the entire east wing and found nothing.” 

“Warzone Master, | searched the western half of the prison but didn’t find 
anything.” 

They did not find anything! 

Dax’s heart sank, and he immediately had a bad feeling. 

“Warzone Master, what should we do?” 

Dax looked around but did not find any valuable clues. Even the 

surveillance cameras in the distance that could capture this area had 

already been destroyed. 

He realized the situation was bad. After a moment of contemplation, he said, 
“Go ask the people inside the prison.” They had no other choice. 

Such a major incident happened, but the prison was silent as usual. 

That indicated that the culprit’s target was not the prison but 

specifically Vivian. 

Dax brought several people to the nearby prison. 

“Warzone Master!” 



“Warzone Master!” 

The guards at the entrance immediately saluted respectfully. 

The warden, Lennon Holt, also rushed to the scene when he heard the 
commotion. He smiled cautiously and asked, “Warzone Master, may | 

ask why you’ve come here suddenly... 

“Go and bring out some criminals with heavy sentences who face thi 
direction,” Dax interrupted his words and pointed at the small hut Vivian 
stayed in, giving the order with a stern face and voice. 

“Yes, sir!” Lennon did not know the reason, but he immediately complied. 

Soon, three inmates with fierce appearances and robust physiques were 
brought in by the prison guards. 

“| have something to ask you. Whoever answers will have their sentence 
reduced by three years. If the information is very detailed, then I'll reduce it by 
five years!” Dax looked at the three inmates and 

spoke enticingly. 

“Warzone Master, please ask us. We'll definitely speak the truth and leave 
nothing unsaid!” 

“Warzone Master, please go ahead. We'll tell you everything we know.” 
“Warzone Master...” 

The three inmates immediately expressed excitement and eagerness. Dax 
pointed at the small hut across from them and said, “The windows of your 
cells face this way. Did you notice anything unusual this past day?” 

“Yes!” 

“There was, Warzone Master!” 

“Warzone Master, | know. | saw it yesterday.” 

As soon as Dax spoke, the three inmates rushed to answer, competing with 
each other. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 



Dax was relieved and quickly asked, “What happened?” 

“Last night, a few people wearing black clothes and masks came here while it 
was dark. They battled with the person inside. However, the fight didn’t last 
long. 

“We heard the noises and immediately climbed to the window to look, 

but by then, there was no more movement. We only saw the masked people 
heading in that direction.” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

The inmates immediately recounted what they saw and heard last night, 
hoping to get a reduction in their sentences. Visit  to read the latest chapter of 
this novel 

Sounds of a fight, and masked men. 

Dax’s bad premonition grew stronger and stronger and he immediately 
instructed the warden Dispatch teams to search the surroundings of the 
prison, and focus the search in the direction he pointed out! 

Lennon immediately agreed Yes siem 

Then he quickly made the arrangements 

“Warzone Macer 

Chapter 1148 

“About our sentences...” 

The three inmates looked at Dax eagerly. 

“Don't worry, | won't go back on my word. I'll arrange it. You can go back 
now.” Dax waved his hand, feeling annoyed. “Thank you, Warzone Master!” 

The guard took the three inmates back. 

Shortly after, a subordinate rushed over in a hurry. “Warzone Master, we 
found Dr. Bradley Mendez in a cave around a kilometer away, but his 
condition is very bad. He’s on the verge of death. The soldiers in 

charge of escorting him don’t dare to move too quickly.” 



Dax’s expression darkened at those words, and he immediate id,” Take me 
there!” 

“Yes, sir!” 

Dax soon encountered Bradley halfway. 

At that moment, Bradley was covered in blood, with scabs already dried on his 
mouth, face, and neck. There were also several bruises on his forehead. The 
only good news was that he could barely open his eyes, indicating that he still 
retained some consciousness. “Bradley, how are you? What happened?” 
Dax’s expression darkened further as he asked anxiously. 

“W-Wolf King... Quickly call... The Wolf King...” Bradley looked at Dax weakly 
and spoke with difficulty. 

“Okay, I'll call him over now.” 

Dax knew that the situation was urgent and immediately agreed. 

In the Royal Gardens, Andrius was waiting for Dax to bring Vivian and 
Conrad, who had turned into the Insect Soldier King, over. However, as the 
seconds passed, he still did not get a reply. 

Abad feeling rose in his heart. He looked at the time and said. worriedly, “It’s 
been two hours since | called Dax, but he hasn't come back yet. Did 
something unexpected happen?” 

Luna saw his deeply furrowed brows and felt distressed, comforting him, 
“Master Wimbleton has always been cautious. Everything should 

be fine. 

“Why don’t you come with me to Crestfall Manor first? Grandpa and 

the others have been waiting for a long time. You can just tell Master 
Wimbleton to come over directly later.” Andrius thought about it and did not 
find a problem with it, so he 

agreed. 

In Crestfall Manor, Belarus just happened to come down from 



upstairs when he saw Luna bring Andrius over. 

“Andrius, you’re here!” 

When he saw Andrius, his face which was full of wrinkles 

immediately showed a brilliant smile, blooming like a flower. It was 

oblear that he was very excited. 

come come, we must play a couple of rounds on this day!” Belarus. toogkout 
a chess set, grabbed Andrius’ arm, and went to the stone table. Visit  to read 
the latest chapter of this novel 

Andries felt like the older Belarus got, the harder it was to refuse him. Thus, to 
tive started a game. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

This tunge Belarus was white and chose a more aggressive opening move. 

Andrius responded easily. 

There wes nothing much to say. 

“Andrius. “Bestands started chatting as they played, “I heard from 

Luna that you want to bring the First War God's orphan daughter, Ms. Gibbs, 
to our house for Thanksgiving.” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“Yes.” Andrius noodded, then paused before saying, “Howev War God...” The 
words ‘orphan de winter made it clear that the First War 

already sacrificed himse#ff 

First 

As a veteran, Belarus stolec with sorrow at the loss of a great sold 

and asked, “How did the first Wear God sacrifice himself?” 

“He...” Andrius lowered his voice “When | went to Murrfield to find the lost 
temple, | was pursued by the Second War God. The First War God was killed 
by the Second War Gocking the former’s attempt to protect 



In addition. ” 

Chapter 1149 

“The Second War God was extremely vicious and refined his body into a 
corpse puppet, turning it into the Insect Soldier King. It has no life and no 
consciousness, but it can exist in another way.” 

Upon hearing those words, Belarus’ hand holding the rook piece. stopped in 
midair. He sighed. 

“The First War God made great contributions to Florence and died for the 
nation. | didn’t expect him to end up like this. It’s truly regrettable. 

“However, don’t worry, Andrius. Even if he was turned into the Insect Soldier 
King, he’s still a hero of Florence. He’s revered and mourned by the whole 
nation.” 

At that point, Belarus’ face showed a solemn expression. “Anyone in the 
Crestfalls who dares to belittle or criticize him will be exp 

from the family on the spot, and their names will be remov the family records!” 
It had to be said that although Belarus was old, the hot blood in 

veins never cooled. 

“That’s right, Andrius!” 

“Don't worry, Andrius. We've always admired the heroes of Florence.” “If 
anyone dares to speak ill of the First War God, I'll be the first to deal with 
them!” 

“To belittle the First War God is to belittle the Crestfalls!” 

The people watching the chess game immediately chimed in. Andrius felt 
much better. 

The Crestfall family had indeed improved a lot compared to before. 

The only thing worrying him was that another hour had passed, but Andrius 
still did not see Dax arrive or even reply to him. This kept Andrius’ heart 
hanging. 



“Grandpa, dinner is ready.” 

Just then, Roxy came out to invite the whole family to have a meal together. 
“Let's eat first.” 

“You can continue the game after dinner.” 

“That’s right. The food will get cold.” 

The Crestfalls happily gathered, inviting them to the table. 

“Hubby, Grandpa, you can finish the game after eating,” Luna al 

called them. 

“Okay. Andrius, let’s eat first. We'll continue after,” Belarus spoke wi a chuckle 
and placed the chess piece in his hand down, slowly walking toward the 
house. 

Andrius instinctively looked in the direction of the door, but there was no 
movement. He sighed and prepared to enter the house to eat. 

Ding- Just then, his phone rang. It was a number from the Southern 

Warzone. 

“Wolf King, the Warzone Master asked you to come to the Southern Wilds 
Prison immediately. Something major has happened!” the voice spoke 
urgently. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“Got it. I'm coming over now!” 

The unease in Andrius’ heart grew stronger. He hung up the phone and said 
to Belarus, who was about to enter the house, “Grandpa Belarus, | can't eat 
now. Maybe next time!” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Then, he strode outside. The Crestfalls exchanged looks. 

“what's going on?” Belarus, thought that someone provoked Andrius again 
and looked around sternly. “Who angered Andrius again? You lor are So...” 
Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“Grandpa!” Luna knew that it might have something to do w 



and interupted Belarus’ words. “No one angered him. Something must have 
cropped up at the Southern Warzone. I'll go and have a look.” 

Then, Luna man out and went after Andrius. 

“Hubby, what happened? Can’t you go after dinner?” Luna asked in confusion. 

“There’s no time.” Andrius expression was dark. “The Southern Warzone 
called me and said that Dax wants me to go over. He said it was urgent. 

“| suspect that Conrad’s daughter is.. 

Chapter 1150 Andrius trailed on, but his meaning was quite clear. 

Luna knew the boond between him and the First War God, so she did not try 
to persuade irmao come back. Instead, she said, “Then... I'll go with you!” 

Andrius slowed dowaandbooked at her, frowning. “Today is Thanksgiving. 
You should spend time with Grandpa Belarus. Why are you coming with me?” 

Luna smiled wryly. “Don’t you geen it? You're the core of the Crestfalls. 
Everyone is looking forward to your presence. Now that you're 

leaving, there’s nothing much tocclelebrate.” 

Andrius could not help but fall sideant 

Conrad died to save him, and the only whining he left behind wa Now that 
Vivian was in trouble, how opold Andrius sit down fo peaceful meal? 

“Besides...” Luna continued, “You're still heavy injured now. | ca rest assured 
if you go alone.” 

ffime.” Andrius could not resist her persuasion madidinodded. “We'll go 
Cogether.” 

“Okay, hubby!” Luna responded joyfully 

When Andrus arrived at the Southern Wilds Prison by helibcom Dax waiting 
waiting at the helipad for a while. 

at happened? bened?” 



ok his head antesc and said in a low voice, “Follow me.” 

ollowed him insition side the building. 

radley lay on the bedure bed, his wounds mostly treated. However, due to 
severe inversiojuates or excessive blood loss, his face was f color. His lips 
were gavere pale as paper as if he had already fallen 

jous. 

ippened?” Andrius hears thtean thumped as he quickly examined injuries 
white asking Daxing Dax. 

how either. When | found hinungd in, he only said to call you tely. Then, he 
added, “round fount the most famous doctor in to examine his injuries, but be, 
said he said there’s no way to cure sighed. “This isn’t an ordinary injuryliway. 
dt was caused by ins 

ison! 

ediately remembered the insect he snoth dealtowdead with his gun. amme 
nervous. “Was it the Insect Ruler Ruler?” 

bt Ruler! 

(Martial Saint expert. Even Andrius at his pane was no was no 

Howe 

in him! If the Insect Ruler was indeed involved, ther wouiat would Ans ngs 
dangerous. 

porsun! 

“No!” Andrius shook his head and said firmly, hosant be the Insect Ruler.” 

Luna and Dax were stunned and looked over. 

if it were the Insect Ruler, he wouldn't have leif any change of survival.” 

Facing everyone’s puzzled gazes, he explained, “Moreover, this entire area 
would become a lifeless dead zone.” 



Yes the insect Ruler was a genius of his lineage. With his Martaal Salint 
cultivation, his actions would undoubtedly be extraordinary enough to 
annihilate everything. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Dax fell silent and pointed to Bradley on the bed. “Wolf King, camymu heal 
him?” “lean try.” Andrius took out silver needles and began the acupuncture 
treat 

Silver needles were released one after another, forming a circular pattern on 
Bradley's body. The light reflected by the needles Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

resembled stars and the moon, shining brilliantly. 

Andrius’ hands attached to the ends of the silver needles, gently manipulating 
and adjusting them. 

Streams of green smoke rose from Bradley's forehead. However, after ten 
minutes, the effects were minimal. 

Andrius had only managed to control the area where the insect poison was 
but could not completely expel it from Bradley's body to Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

cure him. 

Dax saw Andrius put the silver needles away and hurriedly asked, ” How is 
it?” 

“Not good” 

Andrius’ expression darkened. 

 


